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HOPE AND GIVING UP
Wendy Dueck

This Grapevine edition comes out in the season of Lent. I recently learned 
from Chris Huebner that Lent simply means spring. It is sometimes 
considered a season of “giving up”. We are happily giving up winter! We 
HOPE that COVID is slowly giving up on us, too. We can gather for 
worship again.

We have more recently been learning that giving up may be more closely 
related to giving more of ourselves. I was moved when I heard the story of 
Sergi & Lyena Denniken, members of the Mennonite church in Kherson, 
Ukraine, who are essentially relinquishing control of their very lives as 
they remain in this war-torn country. The Mennonite churches there are 
operating a soup kitchen to feed their neighbours and provide what they 
can. The Dennikens are using their home to shelter people fleeing the 
conflict. Some of you may know they have connections to people in our 
congregation. We are called to practise more compassion and are even 
given second chances, like the fig tree in Luke 16, that we learned about in 
Jeff ’s recent sermon.  

I was saddened to hear Jeff Friesen’s decision to move on from pastoring 
at Charleswood. We will miss Jeff but we very much wish him well as he 
has taken a position with Mennonite Church Manitoba as a co-director of 
leadership ministries.

Thank you to Cornel Rempel, Elsie Rempel, and Anne Hunsberger who 
suggested articles for our Grapevine.

GOING TO CHURCH
Tami Keim

We are emerging from a pandemic, from over a year of nothing being 
“normal.” In the span of a child’s life, this was a REALLY long time. 
Parenting right now is overwhelming. It’s also an opportunity to take 
stock of who we want to be and form some new habits. This month’s faith 
practice is a habit that probably fills us with a mixture of joy, comfort, 
nerves, and possibly even dread. Going to church.

Being part of a community of faith is part of the life of the Christian. It 
forms us collectively in the image of God, as God’s kin-dom. Together, we 
have enough. Together, we can do more for the world. Together, we can 
discern God’s will. Together, we fill in the gaps for each other, including 
intergenerational relationships. Being part of a faith community is 
important, joyful, and hard! This month’s practice helps us remember why 
we are part of faith communities and why we meet with them regularly. 
Then it can help us find our new habits.



Pray It
God, thank you for your church. Guide us to be part of what you are doing 
here in our community. Amen

Do It
HABITS: Here are some ideas for forming your church-going habits!

 Regularity: Go every week. It’s way easier to go if it’s not a question but 
an expectation. Children can’t be expected to know what to do or feel at 
home if they only go once a month!

Routine: Have a church-going routine. Sunday mornings can feel like a 
crazy, just-trying-to-make-it-out-of-the-house sort of time. Think through 
how you can make it easier, like packing the diaper bag and laying out 
clothes the night before and having breakfast together.

Belonging: Being in relationships and involved in the work of the 
church gives the practice of attending church greater meaning. What can 
each member of your household do in the family of God? Who do you 
look forward to seeing?

Worship Together: We get so worried about our children’s behavior 
in church, and sometimes it stresses us out to the point that we give up 
on having them there. Some of this is on the church — many have a long 
way to go on creating a worship experience that children aren’t suffering 
through. But that’s another post! Children simply being in the worship 
time and being themselves will also help change the experience. Bring 
some manipulatives for them (and you!) to work with during the service, 
like playdough, drawing, or finger knitting. Bring snacks. Let them ask 
questions. Sit in an area where they can have some range of movement. If 
they want to dance or jog in place in the aisle during music, let them. If 
your baby cries, it’s okay. Take some pressure off yourself!

REMEMBER THE WHY: This reflection and conversation is most 
appropriate for adults (and in some families, with older children). Use 
these prompts to sort through why we go to church, as well as to unpack 
some of the baggage that many of us have about church.

* What faith communities have you been part of throughout your life? 
* How did those experiences form you? 
* How have you contributed to the life of the church? 
* Unpack the less-positive experiences. Tell the stories and talk through 
what was harmful. Many of us have had hurtful experiences in churches, 
because churches are flawed. Sometimes we can work through the 
experience for transformed relationships, and sometimes we need to 
find a different faith community. Remember — one faith community 
does not represent all! We often find healing in a healthy faith 
community. 
* How is your current church community a sign of God’s kin-dom here 
on earth? How are you a part of that? 
* If you feel disconnected, what can you do to feel more connected? 
* We don’t go to church to be “fed.” “What did I get out of it?” is not a 
helpful question after church. Rather, worship should form us (often 
slowly but surely). We are part of a community of faith not to get 
something out of it, but to give something to it, to become part of 



something bigger than ourselves. 
* If you don’t have a faith community, take this as a prompt to find one!

Read It  Acts 11:19-30 
The people of God have gathered in community since they were the 
people of God! First it was with their very large, extended households, 
then within tribes with occasional larger gatherings. By the time of Jesus, 
the synagogue system was well established, and the people of God would 
regularly meet to worship, to encourage each other, to pray, and to study 
and talk about the scriptures. Then we read about the early church, which 
was built off of that synagogue system. This month’s story talks about the 
building of the church in Antioch, the first place where followers of Jesus 
were called Christians. This church spread the word of God beyond the 
Jewish community and even sent monetary relief to their fellow Christians 
who were facing famine. As we read the epistles of the New Testament 
(Romans-Jude), we can learn a lot about how the people of the early 
church were a beautiful but messy bunch, signs of God’s kingdom on 
earth.

Editors’ note:
Elsie Rempel suggested this article and she requested permission, from 
the author, for us to reprint it. She received a generous response which we 
include here: 

Elsie,
Thank you for your request to share Building Faith with your 
congregation. Of course, you are most welcome to do so! We only ask 
that you give credit to Building Faith for the information and make them 
aware of the website — www.buildingfaithfamily.com. You may also let 
them know that they can sign up to receive an email whenever we post a 
new entry. Past entries are always available on the website, too.
Tami Keim

DESMOND TUTU: CHAMPION OF FREEDOM
Jonathan Kuttab

FOSNA and Sabeel join the millions of people throughout the world 
who mourn the loss of Archbishop Desmond Tutu, a moral giant and 
champion of freedom. Archbishop Tutu, who died at the age of 90 after 
a prolonged battle with prostate cancer, was an outstanding human 
being and a true Christian. A patron of Sabeel since its inception, 
the Archbishop frequently and publicly supported its positions. As I 
remember his life and legacy, I am particularly struck by three elements:

1. His infectious laughter and constant smile would never leave his face, even 
in the most difficult situations. The Joy of the Lord was in his heart, and it 
was irrepressible. His humanity and deep care for others shone through 
and was unmistakable. While he could at times be overcome with grief 
and concern over injustice, he would just as quickly smile, joke, and laugh, 



as he was full of hope and confidence. And when justice would prevail and 
smiling was not enough, he would break out into spontaneous dance!

2. He was principled in his political positions, 
which grew directly out of his faith commitment, 
and was willing to publicly endorse these 
positions even when it was politically 
inconvenient for him to do so. He would 
often say that “if you are neutral in situations 
of injustice, you have chosen the side of the 
oppressor” and “if an elephant has its foot on 
the tail of a mouse and you say that you are 
neutral, the mouse will not appreciate your 
neutrality.” Archbishop Tutu was willing to 
support Palestinians in their struggle and 
challenge Israeli apartheid and the occupation. 
He would say this even when speaking to 
known supporters of Israel who may have 
appreciated his position on Apartheid in South 
Africa but otherwise expected him to be more 
politically discreet with regard to Israel. Tutu would not hear of it! He was 
willing to challenge even his closest friends and supporters, including the 
African National Congress (ANC) and his friend Nelson Mandela.

3. His struggle for justice never blinded him to the humanity of his enemies. 
He could show empathy not only with the oppressed but for the humanity 
of the oppressors. Few people could match his genuine concern for Jewish 
Israelis, even as he roundly condemned their oppressive practices. He 
would echo Mandela’s famous declaration that “South Africans would 
not feel free until Palestinians were free,” adding to it the insight that “the 
liberation of Palestine will liberate Israel, too.”

No words can express how much FOSNA, Sabeel, and lovers of freedom 
worldwide will miss this moral giant. Within a month, we are hoping 
to hold a major memorial service for Archbishop Tutu to honor his 
remarkable witness and dedicated service to the Lord, remembering the 
beautiful example he left for the rest of us. May he rest in peace, and, as we 
say in the Orthodox Tradition, may his memory be eternal.

OUR YOUNG ADULTS
Wendy Dueck

The COVID-19 pandemic has kept us apart. We move on, especially our 
young adults. Where are they? What are they up to? I followed up with a 
request to find out. I enjoyed contacting both parents and young aduIts in 
the 19 to 29 age group, and obtained a good sample. If I missed someone 
you know, you are welcome to contact me and give us an update. I noted 
many things, so any errors are my responsibility. I was very impressed 
with all the “happenings” in this age group.  You may read about a friend 



you grew up with at church and may want to reconnect. It reminds us all 
to stay in touch. You will always have a place in our hearts and a welcome 
in our church. So here they are, in no particular order…

Alayna Smith, (Michael & Val), is in her first year at CMU, living in 
residence. In her spare time she writes poetry. We appreciated the 
selection she read recently at the annual meeting and it is included in this 
edition of the Grapevine.

Didier Brunelle, (Jean-Lois & Moira) is finishing an apprenticeship in 
hairdressing. He can be found at the Good Fortune Barber shop.

Levi Brunelle, is doing his first year at the U. of Waterloo, studying in the 
new field of nano tech engineering.

Another CMU student in first year is Miriam Klassen-Huebner, (Chris & 
Rachel). She is enjoying her time in residence.

Congratulations to Tristan Brenneman, (Keith & Angela), who got 
married last fall to Michelle Harrison. He works in security installation 
and also with his dad at St. John’s music. Michelle is studying the art of 
embalming, a future undertaker perhaps.

Morgan Brenneman, is studying for a business degree at the  
U. of Saskatchewan.

The youngest, Bronte Brenneman, is already in her second year at the  
U. of Winnipeg, studying in the field of neuroscience.

Nicholas Epp, (David & Anita), is taking architecture at the U. of 
Manitoba and sharing living space with friends.

His sister, Jasmin Epp, has found a new home in Montreal, where she is 
living with friends, and enjoying the city. She is a trained hairdresser and 
works in her craft.

A new homeowner, Daniel Friesen (Milton & Janice) shares his time with 
a special girlfriend. He is working on a diploma to be a library technician 
at Red River C.C. and does some volunteer meal delivery in his north end 
community.

Anniken Wiens, (Elena Wiens & Greg Walker) is in his second year at 
CMU and living in residence.

Andrew Friesen, (Cal & Bev) works for CP Rail doing line safety 
maintenance. He is engaged to Leanne Rheanne. They hope to celebrate 
their wedding soon.

Mia Ahn, (Andy & Heiran) has been working the last number of years 
with her parents in their new restaurant location on Kenaston, in 
Bridgewood Park.



Kate Schroeder, (Alan & Ruth) works in tech support for various 
companies right here in Winnipeg.

Elis Schroeder, is an artist who has worked in various mediums. She is 
currently doing acrylic painting. In the summer she plans to be a forest 
fire fighter, something she has done before.

Her twin sister, Erin Schroeder, is a nurse who works in surgery at  
St. Boniface hospital. She is engaged to Cam Hoeppner.

I had a nice chat with Kimberley Peters, who is just past our posted age 
bracket. Kim updated me on her sister Kaitlyn (Walter & Debbie). Some 
of us may have seen her at Mountain Equipment Co. where she was a 
manager. Kaitlyn has very recently relocated to Calgary.

Sofia Bogoya Enns, (Lisa & Kent) will graduate with a B.A. from CMU 
this spring and plans to enroll in Education at the U. of Manitoba in the 
fall.

Natasha Bogoya Enns is also in residence at CMU, doing her first year.

Benjamin De Ryck, (Trevor & Charlotte) is doing an arts degree at the  
U. of Winnipeg, studying psychology.

Seth Dyck, (Darryl & Val) is working with Prairie Sky Roofing with his 
dad and also with Roost Custom Builders. His long-range plan is to obtain 
his red seal in carpentry, from the province.

Another CMU student, in second year, is Zachary Neufeld, (Byron & 
Andrea). He moved into residence this semester.

Alex Friesen, (James & Le Ann) completed a program in Brandon to 
become a qualified paramedic. He is working a four day on, four day off 
schedule in Waterhen, MB. Congratulations to Alex and Naomi Klassen 
Friesen who got married last summer. Naomi has a B.A. from CMU in 
music therapy and is now working with both children and adults in her 
field.

His sister, Kate Friesen, is also a CMU graduate, now living in Toronto 
where she is doing a specialized one year program in autism.

Rebecca Klassen-Wiebe, (Vern & Sheila) graduated in music from CMU 
and then did her masters in collaborative piano at McGill University in 
Montreal. She now works as a vocal coach and pianist with the Montreal 
Opera.

Nicolien Klassen-Wiebe obtained a B.A. from CMU in communications 
and media. She is the Manitoba correspondent with the Canadian 
Mennonite and a writer for CMU in the area of communications and 
marketing.



Joel Kliewer, (Werner & Marilyn) is studying business at the U. of 
Winnipeg. He enjoys spending time with his special girlfriend.

Anya Snider, (Luke & Vaughn) lives in Vancouver and very recently got 
engaged to Jackson Frengeau. She is a graphic designer who is temporarily 
locating to Copenhagen, Denmark on assignment there.

Caleb Snider works for True North here in Winnipeg as a media 
producer.

Quinn Snider is completing a business degree at CMU and works part 
time as an orthotic technician. He also travels to the U.S. where he plays 
professional ultimate frisbee.

Harold Neufeld, (Doris Neufeld) graduated from the U. of Manitoba 
in the area of developmental studies.  He works with special needs 
individuals.

Teacher Paul Dyck, (Bruno & Heather) is now in his fourth year at 
Westgate Collegiate, where he teaches language arts and French.

Paul stays in close touch with his younger brother Jonathan Dyck, who 
works for Roger’s Communications.

Hannah Guenther-Wexler, (Luise & Daniel) is an undergraduate student 
in political science at the U. of Manitoba. She already has work placements 
with both the provincial and federal governments. A law degree is in her 
future.

Emily Rempel is a graduate in music from CMU and is a much 
appreciated contributor to our worship services. She works as an 
educational assistant at Westgate Collegiate.

Colin Reimer graduated with a B.A. in psychology from CMU and works 
at The Link, formerly McDonald Youth Services, with at risk youth.
Colin married Laura Doerksen last September. She met Colin at school 
and now works at Waverley Eye Care.

Walker Giesbrecht, (Sheila Giesbrecht and Rich Boyd), is at the U. of 
M. doing environmental studies, his second year. His sister Juniper 
Giesbrecht must have caught his enthusiasm, as she is doing the same 
program, in her first year.

Introducing Sembi Obonde, (Patrick & Pamela) who very recently joined 
her family from Windsor. Sembi completed a year of practical nursing 
from St. Claire College and was working in health care there. She is happy 
to be employed in the school lunch program at St. John’s High School, 
which is managed by Sig and Linda Schroeder. Sembi hopes to study more 
nursing in the future. 



PASTOR CONGREGATION RELATIONS COMMITTEE

In accord with other efforts to maintain church life in the face of COVID 
related restrictions, the Pastor Congregation Relations Committee is 
charged with ensuring ongoing communication between congregants 
and our pastors. As part of its activities, meetings between committee 
representatives and each pastor are in the offing. Such meetings are 
intended to provide ongoing support and feedback to pastors, as well as 
to identify and address any concerns as may arise. Accordingly, input is 
welcome and may be forwarded to any of the members of the Committee, 
namely: Rudy Friesen, Andrea Goertzen, Megan Klassen Wiebe, Marilyn 
Peters Kliewer and Les Zacharias (Chair).

HENRY “IRWIN” FRIESEN
1929-2022

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing 
of Henry Irwin Friesen at the age of 93 at Grace 
Hospital in Winnipeg on Sunday, February 27, 2022.

Irwin was predeceased by his parents, Henry 
(Heinrich) Jacob and Justina Friesen (nee 
Warkentin), two older brothers, one younger sister, 
his eldest daughter Karen, and wife Margaret (Rita).

Irwin is survived by his sister Hedy, brother Rudy 
(Edyth), sister-in-law Hedie, son-in-law Dan, 
daughters Kathy (Fred) and Carol (Stephen), 
grandchildren Patrick, Jacqueline, Joshua, Benjamin, 
and Sydney, and nieces and nephews.

Irwin was born at Concordia Hospital in Winnipeg. He was named after 
his father Henry, but was always called Irwin. He grew up in the Elm 
Creek, Marquette, and Rosser areas where his family farmed. He attended 
the one room schools of George Herbert near Pigeon Lake and Prairie 
School in Marquette, then attended high school at Lord Selkirk and 
Mennonite Brethren Collegiate Institute (MBCI) in Winnipeg. Following 
Grade 11 at MBCI, he attended United College for first year University, 
and enrolled in the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Manitoba, 
graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture (BSA) degree in 
1952. After graduation, he returned to work on his parents’ farm near 
Rosser. In 1956 he was employed by the Plant Products Division of the 
Canada Department of Agriculture (which became the Canadian Food 
Inspection Agency of Agriculture Canada) in Winnipeg, working on 
the inspection and regulation of seed, feed, fertilizer, and pest control 
products. In 1961, he participated in a seed-related tour of Europe 
hosted by The Canadian Seed Growers’ Association (CSGA), which 
led to employment with them in Ottawa in 1962. He worked on their 
crop certification program, education, and publicity, and made life-long 



friends. During this time, Irwin married Margaret (Rita) Harder on April 
18, 1964 in Winnipeg. After their daughter Karen was born in Ottawa 
in 1965, they moved back to Manitoba and first lived in Winnipeg, then 
started farming near Rosser in 1969. Daughters Kathy and Carol arrived 
in 1967 and 1973. Irwin specialized in seed production, growing crops of 
cereals, oilseeds, and forage seeds on 900 acres of land between 1965 and 
1989, taking great pride in the quality of his crops and the precision of the 
straight rows in his fields. During the winter months he was employed in 
various agriculture-based positions. Irwin also became involved in many 
committees and boards, including the Interlake School Division’s school 
board as a Trustee, ten years on the National Board of the CSGA including 
the role of President from 1985-87, and as a founding board member of 
The Flax Council of Canada and the Canadian Foodgrains Bank.

Irwin and Margaret enjoyed taking their daughters on many trips to the 
U.S. and across Canada during summer and winter breaks, and going 
to Winnipeg Jets and Blue Bomber games. Upon retiring from farming, 
they moved to Winnipeg, where Irwin continued to serve in several 
volunteer capacities, including the MCC Furniture Thrift Store for ten 
years. He also enjoyed curling, golfing and going for coffee with friends, 
attending Jets and Bomber games, and going to baseball games that his 
family was involved in. He and Margaret loved spending time with their 
grandchildren and watching them grow up. Irwin was a member of the 
Charleswood Mennonite Church in Winnipeg and attended services with 
Margaret for many years.

Dad lived in Sturgeon Creek 1 Retirement Residence in later years and 
greatly enjoyed visits and phone calls from family and friends. The family 
expresses their heartfelt thanks and gratitude to all the staff at Sturgeon 
Creek, the home care staff at WRHA, the caregivers at Comforts of Home 
Care, the paramedics, and the staff at the Grace Hospital for their excellent 
care, compassion, and support. 

A funeral service took place at Chapel Lawn Funeral Home, on Monday, 
March 7.
In lieu of flowers, please consider a donation to the Canadian Foodgrains 
bank (specifically the MCC Canada account) or Cancer Care Manitoba.

Irwin, together with his wife Margaret, who passed away last year, are 
remembered as faithful attenders of CMC.

JONA LEPPKY
1934-2022

Peacefully, on Thursday, February 17, 2022 at the St Boniface hospital, 
Jona Leppky loving husband, father, grandfather, and great grandfather 
passed away at the age of 88. He is survived by his wife of 65 years Elma 
(nee Schellenberg), son Bruce (Shannon), daughter Sheila (Gord), and 
son Doug; grandchildren Jeffrey (Andrea), Todd (Kelsey), TJ (Michelle), 



Emma (Caleb), Megan and great-grandchildren Dylan 
and Parker. He was predeceased by his parents Abram 
and Aganetha, and his sister Darlene and brother-in-law 
Frank Kasdorf. He is survived by a sister-in-law Marge 
Schellenberg.

Jona was born in Winnipeg on January 12, 1934 and 
grew up in Niverville on the family farm. After high 
school, he attended Elim Bible School in Altona for 
2 years. Then off to the big city of Winnipeg to work! 
His first job was with Manitoba Hydro and he was at 
the forefront of the birth of computers. He met and fell 
in love with Elma Schellenberg at Bethel Mennonite 
Church Young Peoples. They married in Winnipeg on September 23, 1956 
and were loving partners until his passing. Following work at Manitoba 
Hydro, Jona started working for Air Canada as payroll administrator. 
He held the distinction of operating Air Canada’s first computer card 
sorting machine circa 1956. He was there for a number of years and then 
moved on to Macleods as Vice President of Management Information 
Systems. Following that, Jona, together with a partner formed a computer 
consulting firm until retirement. He became a respected member of 
Winnipeg’s IT community having been involved in the industry for over 
40 years.

Giving back through volunteer service was very important to Jona. He 
was a great manager of people and was a good organizer. He was involved 
in a number of organizations, usually in a leadership role. A few of his 
favorites were organizing the MCC golf tournament, working at the MCC 
Furniture Thrift Store, and a 4 month voluntary service term in Akron, 
Pennsylvania in 1996. He also spent many years involved with Christian 
Investors in Education working with Paungassi First Nation. 

Church life was a vital part of Jona’s life and he was a founding member of 
Charleswood Mennonite Church where he served faithfully for over 60 years. 

Jona and Elma were able to enjoy many trips and instilled a love of travel 
in their children as they took many road trips as a family. Elma and 
Jona travelled to Europe, Hawaii, Jamaica and many spots in the US and 
Canada. Jona enjoyed golfing and instilled the love of the sport in both 
of his sons as well. He spent many hours out on the course enjoying the 
outdoors and the company of friends and family.

Spending time with family and friends was very meaningful to Jona. Many 
hours spent playing cards, going out for coffee, visiting, and when you 
were together with Jona, there was always laughter. He was a fun guy to be 
around!

A private family burial took place on Saturday, February 26 at Springstein 
Cemetery. A Celebration of Life service followed on Saturday, March 19 at 
Charleswood Mennonite Church.



The family wishes to thank the staff at the St Boniface Palliative Care ward 
for the wonderful care that he received.

In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to Mennonite Central 
Committee in memory of Jona.

Jona and Elma were charter members of Charleswood Church more 
than fifty years ago. Jona served as treasurer in the early years, as well as 
volunteering for MCC work.

THE SKY STREAKS GREY
Alayna Smith

The sky streaks grey, and the water comes forth, 
and here we are trying to build shelter,
to sow seeds, 
to shape our broken pieces into sanctuary.

We drag wood, we dig holes and plant seeds, 
we eat together, we laugh together. 
It rains for days.
We hammer nails, we pray for sunshine, we dance in the rain.
It rains for weeks.
We lay wood for a roof, we chase deer and hold bugs, we hold hands.
It rains for months. 

The thunder claps so loud, so close at hand that
we rush to the window to see the forest fire building outside,
wonder where to run to when this little shack alights. 
But it is raining, still it’s raining and there is only rain.

The resounding noise shakes us to our cores
the sky at once lit with glory and fright 
a world made luminescent in the middle of the night.
The urge to hold tight to another or push roughly away, 
and from pushing or from holding, either way bruises blossom,
either way we are afraid.
But it’s a little easier when I’m not the only one awake.

There are shouts of joy and delight.
We try to do the cleaning up.
We clean in the rain and the mud and the muck.
We haul soapy water, and with a mis-step it is a small lake on the floor.
There are shouts of frustration.
Someone cleans a room, another carries in what little there is of a harvest, 
leaving muddy handprints on the once white wall and a rolling tomato is 
squished by a stray boot.
There are shouts of anger.
Yet another hole gapes open and the storm rushes in and it is all we can do 



to let our tears join with the incoming flood.
There are shouts of sadness.

The dilemma as we mop the last room:
unable to wear dripping, slimy, mud-covered shoes inside, 
unable to leave them out in the pouring rain,
unable to do anything, but something imperfect, 
and still we try.

We show up to the mud-splattered planting field, 
to the rain-battered, half-concealed, grimy place where God’s revealed.

We meet in a hall littered with ice cream buckets, bowls, 
and empty soup cans.
In the middle of the night, fat drops pooling in overflowing vessels. 
In the cold, new puddles darkening the wood.
On the hard floor, telling each other why our neighbour matters.
While the wind chases its tail outside, stating our love for each other.  
In the dark, with hands smacking, hitting, pounding, on walls, floors, 
whatever we can reach.
Voices lifted up to the heavens, filling the rafters,
joining in with the song of the rain.
Calling to God, singing with God, in the midst of it all. 
Of Freedom. Of Justice. Of Jesus.

Restrictions over…for now. Church council chair Elsie Rempel removes 
the sign from the front door as proof of vaccination is no longer needed.


